ABSTRACT. The standard polynomial of degree m is the polynomial J]{sign(/))ip(1)ip(2) ■■•ip(m)|p € Sm}, where Sm is the symmetric group on m letters. We show that the polynomial {sign{pcr)xf>il)y"(1)Xp (2)ya (2) ' ' ' xp(m)Vc{m)\P^ € Sm} is a consequence of the standard polynomial of degree m. We also show that certain polynomials of the form ^2{siga(p)x/>^1->xp^2) ' ' ' xp(n)\P e <2}> where n > m and Q is a suitable subset of Sn, are consequences of the standard polynomial of degree m.
The Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem says that ¿?in is a polynomial identity for Mn(K), the ring of n x n matrices over a field K, but 5^¡n-i is not. Razmyslov has shown that ^2+i is a polynomial identity for Mn(K), but Wn2 is not. This paper was motivated by a question of Formanek. Define the double Capelli polynomial by
Formanek pointed out that 3¡in-i is not a polynomial identity for Mn(K) and asked for the least integer m such that 3¡m is a polynomial identity for Mn(K). We will show (Theorem 2) that m = 2n is the least such integer. This result will be a corollary of our main result (Theorem 1), which says that certain polynomials, one of which is 3¡m, are consequences of the standard polynomial S^m-(A polynomial & is a consequence of a polynomial & if it lies in the T-ideal generated by "&.) These polynomials are defined as follows. Let xi,... ,xm,yi,... ,yt be noncommuting variables over K, and let wi,... ,wu be monomials in yi,...,yt such that Wi.. .wu is a reordering of yx...yt.
Define a polynomial P = SF(xi,..., xm,2/1,..., yt\wi, ---, wu)
where the sum is over all p G Sm, o € Su, and all choices of integers ni,..., nu > 1, nu+i > 0, such that ni + ■ ■ • + nu+i = m, and the sign attached to each such monomial p, is ±1 according to whether p, is an even or an odd permutation of the "underlying" variables x\,...,xm, yi, ---,yt-Theorem 1 states that &~ is a consequence of the standard polynomial <5?m of degree m.
A few comments about the polynomial &~ are in order. First, it is a homogeneous multilinear polynomial in the variables xi,... ,xm,yi,---,yt, and might more properly be written &^(xi,... ,xm,yi,... ,yt), where it -(wi,... ,wu) is a partition of a reordering of the product 2/1 • • ■ 2/t into u subwords. Second, SF is a summand of the standard polynomial S^m+t, in the sense that & = H (^S11 P)zpW " ' " zp(m+t), P€Q where {xi,..., xm, 2/1,..., yt} = {21,..., zm+t} and Q is a certain subset of Sm+t-Third, the sign attached to a monomial p, depends only on the parity of the lengths of wi,..., wu. Fourth, the condition on nj,..., nu+i means that the sum is precisely over those monomials in X\,..., xm, wi,..., xu having the property that each Wi is immediately preceded by some Xj. This point is important in the proof of the main theorem.
Proofs of the theorems.
THEOREM l. &~(x\,.. .,xm,yi,...,yt\wi,..
.,wu) is a consequence of the standard polynomial <¥m of degree m.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the pair (t,u) associated with &~, where (f 1, ui) < (i, u) if ii < r, or ii = t and i¿i < u.
The induction begins with (1,1), when wi -yi-Then
(1) S?m+i(xi,...,xm,yi) = (-l)myiS*m(xi,...,xm) +3r(xi,... ,xm,yi\wi), since ^(xi,..., xm, yi\wi) is the sum, with the right sign, of all the monomials in 5^m+i(xi,..., xm,2/i) in which 2/1 is immediately preceded by some x¿. Since Ji^+i is a consequence of S*m, (1) shows that ^(xi,..
.,xm,yi\wi) is also a consequence of^m.
For the inductive step, assume that ¡F(xi,... ,xm,yi,... ,yti\wi,... ,wUl) is a consequence aiS^m whenever (ti,tii) < (t,u). There are three cases, which are not mutually exclusive. since both functions are sums of exactly the same monomials, with the same signs. However, the pair (t,u) is associated with the first polynomial, while the pair (i -2, u) is associated with the second polynomial. Thus the second polynomial in (2) is a consequence of S?m by the inductive hypothesis, and so the first polynomial in (2) is also a consequence oiSPm.
Case 2. Some monomial Wi has length exactly 2. Again, for notational simplicity, we assume that the monomial is wu = 2/t-i2/t-Consider the equation 
